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MAULANAAZAD NATIONAL'URDU UNIVERSITY

(A Central University established by an Act of Parliament in 1998)
(Accredited "A" Grade by NAAC)

Department of Mass Communication and Journalism
27'h November, 2020

Notice

This is to bring to your kind notice that the External Examinations related to practical's of the following
subjects of Second (Il) Semester will be held 'Online' as per below given details, so the results of the
M.A.(JMC) shall be declared and students may be promoted in the third (Ill) semester.

Name of the Paper/ Date/Time of 'Online' Practical Name of the Examiner
Corse/Semester Examinations (External)

-

Radio Production Practical's 03rd December; 2020 at 10.00 am to Mr. Syed Husain Abbas
(MAJM250CCP). M.A.(JMC) 01.00 pm Rizvi
Second (Il) Semester

Television Journalism Practical's 02nd December, 2020 at 10.00 am to Prof. Ehtesham Ahmad
(MAJM251CCP). M.A·CJMC) 01.00 pm Khan
Second (Il) Semester

As we are aware that as part of the syllabus of MA.(JMC) Second (Il) Semester for papers - Radio
Production Practical's and Television Journalism Practical's, the practical component pertaining to said
papers are essential, so the student may be trained/equipped/familiarized with outdoor recordings
followed by post production activities to complete the audio/video productions like - Radio and TV
Documentaries that has been assigned as in Group activities.

Keeping in view of the above requirement, the University has decided that the practical actives of the said
subjects will be completed during III Semester or IV Semester, depending on situation of COVID-19
pandemic.

Hence, the all the students of students are directed to appear in the External Examinations related to
practical's of the above subjects of M.A. (JMC) Second Semester as per above schedule. In case, if any
student fails to appear in said exams, he/she will be considered as absent.

Copy to:
1. Officeof the Vice-Chancellor
2. Registrar
3. COE
4. Director, ClT,with a request to upload at the Website
5. Concerned Faculty to conduct above Practical Examinations as External Examiner

Prof. Mohammad Fariyad, Head, MCJ,9966058101, m_fariya2008@gmail.com
Gachibowli, Hyderabad - 500 032, Telangana, India
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